英語

正解・解答例

I
Question 1
(A) 例）They are globalization and technological innovation.

(B) 例1）Smart machines can store vast amounts of information and retrieve it more quickly and accurately than humans.
例2）Smart machines can share data with each other and teach themselves to ever more sophisticated levels.
例3）Clever machines’ combined experiences can easily surpass the experiences of individual humans.

(C) 例）The ability to continuously learn new skills.

Question 2
(D) TRUE  (E) FALSE  (F) TRUE  (G) FALSE

Question 3
例1）I think schools should stop focusing on memorization and give more time for students to learn through group discussions. This way, students could develop cooperation skills, and the ability to think about different issues themselves.  (35 words)

例2）I think schools should offer more creative subjects so that students can develop their imagination and express themselves. For example, high schools should offer subjects such as creative writing or game design.  (32 words)

例3）In my view, schools should give children many chances to work together on projects and so on. Schools should also give students chances to learn about real life in other countries by communicating with students in other countries.  (38 words)
II

Question 1
(i)
例) Experience-taking is a phenomenon in which people find themselves feeling the emotions, thoughts, beliefs and internal responses of one of the characters in a story as if they were their own.

(ii)
例) Because the students could see themselves in the mirror and couldn't forget about themselves and their own self-concept and self-identity while reading.

Question 2
(iii) (1) highest
(iv) (2) 65 (3) 29

Question 3
(v) (4) gay·early
(vi) (5) gay·late (6) gay·early (7) heterosexual
または
(5) gay·late (6) heterosexual (7) gay·early

Question 4
例1)
Yes.
This is because the camera sometimes shows events through a character’s eyes. This can make us lose ourselves as viewers and feel that we are experiencing the events ourselves. (29 words)

例2)
No.
Movies cannot encourage experience-taking because they only show us the surface of a character. We cannot really see the character's internal feelings. Therefore, we cannot experience those feelings ourselves. (29 words)
III

例)

(4)

If all cars become self-driving cars, there may be no road signs and no traffic lights. This is because self-driving cars will receive this information electronically, not visually. This will make our streets look much cleaner and more attractive, but it will make life more difficult for pedestrians and cyclists. (50 words)

With shared self-driving cars, houses and apartments would not need parking spaces because we will not need to own a car. We will just request a self-driving car, using our phones, whenever we need one. This could mean that houses and apartments have larger gardens, but huge car parks will also be needed for self-driving cars not in use. (59 words)